
1.  Line drive hits

pitching rubber

and crosses base

line settling in foul

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

2.  Ball rolls inside

line, then cuts

foul, then back fair

behind the base,

stopping at point

"A". FAIR or

FOUL?

3.  Ball hits off

batters leg while in

the batters box,

rolls into fair

territory, and is

fielded by defense.

FAIR or FOUL?

4.  Hard grounder

bounces off of

third base and

settles in foul

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

5.  Ball hits at

point "A" in foul

territory, spins

forward and

settles on home

plate. FAIR or

FOUL?

7.  Fly ball over fair

territory as it

passes the base,

wind carries it and

it lands in foul

ground. FAIR or

FOUL?

8.  Runner

standing on third

with one leg in foul

territory and one

leg on the base in

fair territory.

ground ball hits

the leg that is on

the base and

bounces into foul

ground. FAIR or

FOUL?

    FAIR or FOUL?

6.  Bounding ball

down the line

bounces over the

base and lands in

foul territory

beyond the base.

FAIR or FOUL?

A

A



9.  Line drive down

the line directly

over the base and

finally lands in foul

ground. FAIR or

FOUL?

10.  Fly ball over

foul territory as it

passes the base,

wind brings it back

and it lands in fair

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

11.  Grounder

down the line,

fielder standing in

fair territory

reaches across

line and fields ball

and throws to first.

FAIR or FOUL?

12.  Line drive

carroms off of

pitchers leg and

ricochets into foul

territory where it

settles without

passing a base.

FAIR or FOUL?

13.  Fly ball down

the line hits the

foul pole and

ricochets back

into the field and

lands on foul

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

15.  Slow roller up

the line comes to a

stop sitting half on

the line and half in

foul territory. FAIR

or FOUL?

16.  Slow roller

down the line in

foul territory, ball

hits a rock and

spins into fair

territory and

comes to a rest

after passing the

base. FAIR or

FOUL?

    FAIR or FOUL?

14.  Fly ball over

foul ground,

outfielder is

waiting for it in

foul ground, wind

blows it fair and

the fielder reaches

across line for

catch. Fair or foul?



17.  High foul pop

lands at point "A",

then rolls across

foul line and

settles in fair

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

18.  Ball ricochets

off of 3rd base,

runner was off

with crack of the

bat, is in foul

territory when ball

hits him. FAIR or

FOUL?

19.  Slow ground

ball up the first

base line, as the

batter is running

to first, the ball

hits him,

unintentially, in

foul territory. FAIR

or FOUL?

20.  Slow grounder

in foul territory,

hits bat, and rolls

into fair territory,

where it fielded by

3rd baseman. FAIR

or FOUL?

21.  Batter

squares, and

bunts ball straight

down, it hits plate,

and bounces

straight up, and

hits bat again.

FAIR or FOUL?

23.  Slow roller up

the line. Ball is

touching line when

fielder swats ball

with glove into

foul territory,

making sure it

stays foul. FAIR or

FOUL?

24.  Slow ground

ball up first base

line. Ball is in foul

territory when

batter/runner

intentionally kicks

ball to make sure it

stays foul. FAIR or

FOUL?

    FAIR or FOUL?

22.  Fly ball down

right field line.

Right fielder runs

to make catch. Ball

hits his glove in

fair territory, and

deflects over fence

outside foul pole.

FAIR or FOUL?

A



FAIR/FOUL ANSWERS 

 
 

1.    FOUL                                15.    FAIR 

 

2.    FOUL                                16.    FAIR 

 

3.    FOUL                                17.    FAIR 

 

4.    FAIR                                 18.    FAIR (Runner not out, live ball) 

                                                                   

5.    FAIR                                 19.    FOUL 

 

6.    FAIR                                 20.    FOUL 

 

7.    FOUL                                21.    FOUL 

 

8.    FAIR (And the runner is out if the ball has not passed a  

                   fielder who had a play on it) 

 

9.    FOUL                                22.    FAIR (Ground rule double) 

 

 

10.  FAIR                                 23.    FAIR 

 

11.  FOUL                                24.    Ball is dead, batter/runner is out. 

 

12.  FAIR 

 

13.  FAIR (HOME RUN) 

 

14.  FAIR   
 

 


